
National Lottery support keeps memories of
Tiger Bay burning bright
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Thanks to National Lottery funding, a new project will look at the history of Tiger Bay through the
eyes of people who came from across the world to work in Cardiff.

The Tiger Bay - Preserving the Stories project will build on an archive that began in the 1980s. It
will expand the collection to include maritime and industrial history as well as collecting memories
and historic images of the former docklands to tell the story of Wales’ industrial past.

A story worth telling

A team of volunteers led by a professional will be trained to digitise and preserve the stories of
those who played a pivotal role in the area’s history. They will work with around 7,000 photographs
as well as audio and videotaped interviews of former local residents whose families moved to the
area from across the UK and overseas.

Some information and artefacts were first collected in the 1980s, but have never been properly
organised or stored and are now at risk of being lost if not cared for appropriately.
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Newer memories will also be recorded and added to this unique collection, gathered from Tiger Bay
residents born in the 1950s and ‘60s and from those who worked in the docks and supporting
industries.

The history of Tiger Bay

Money brought into Cardiff through the docks in the 19th and early 20th centuries from the shipping
of Welsh coal mined in the South Wales valleys, put the city on the map and contributed massively
to its growth as the capital of Wales.

No one knows where the name Tiger Bay originates but the name became legendary and workers
came from rural Wales, Cornwall, Ireland, Africa, Asia the Middle East, Norway, Spain, Italy and the
Caribbean to earn steady wages and start a new life on the outskirts of the city.

When the project is completed a year from now, their stories and many more will be featured in an
exhibition to go on show in Cardiff.

You might also be interested in...
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Stories

Changing lives: Johnson digs deep and reunites with mining
colleagues 

Johnson-John Baptiste worked in Nottinghamshire mines for 26 years. A National Lottery-funded
project helped him to reunite with his former colleagues and celebrate his achievements.
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https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/stories/changing-lives-johnson-digs-deep-and-reunites-mining-colleagues
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A remaining wall of the Lost Mining Village

News

Coalfield Landscape in line for National Lottery boost 

Abandoned hill villages and colliery brass bands, both legacies of a once thriving coal industry, are
to play a central role in a scheme to renew the industrialised heartland of East Ayrshire.
03/11/2017
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https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/news/coalfield-landscape-line-national-lottery-boost


Yr actor Michael Sheen a Phennaeth Cymru CDL Richard Bellamy

News

Valley’s mining heritage steals the limelight 

A new exhibition unveiled this weekend at the South Wales Miners Museum in Port Talbot was
visited by locally born Hollywood star Michael Sheen, who went back to his Port Talbot roots to see
first hand how the museum is bringing mining history into the 21st century.
24/10/2016
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